INTRODUCTION
The development of nuclear energy, whether for peaceful or military application, has been highly dependent upon modeling and simulation of the physical phenomena involved. This has been necessary due to cost and infeasibility of performing experiments at the scale required that cover the total span of possible reactor conditions, including those associated with accident conditions. That is not to say that there is not a wealth of experiments that have been performed, required to complete validation of the modeling and simulation capabilities being developed.
Because of this heavy reliance on modeling and simulation, nuclear energy development has been dependent upon utilizing scientific computing facilities. Advantage has taken of both hardware and software advances in computer technology, much of these advances focused on the nuclear weapon's program. Similarly derived benefits for peaceful nuclear power generation have been taken in regard to modeling and simulation, particularly in the area of radiation transport. Indeed through the mid1980s the nuclear power industry was among the leading industries in utilizing the then leadership class scientific computing capabilities for commercial applications. With the downturn in nuclear power generation development in the USA and other countries, and the increasing power of the desktop workstation that occurred in the mid1980s, the nuclear power industry turned to porting their application software to workstations and to a large extent abandoned utilizing the leading edge high performance computing machines. This is not to say that there were not continued advances in modeling and simulation, but those advances were now constrained to a large extent to the workstation versus high performance computer capabilities. During this time, several other industries continued the adaption of high performance computing capabilities into their modeling and simulation development activities in support of design work. Most relevant for the nuclear power industry was the continued advancements in modeling and simulation built upon using high performance computing capabilities that was taking place in the nuclear weapon's complex, in particular the Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI) and subsequent Advanced Simulation and Computing (ASC) programs [1] . These programs were initiated at the time a ban on underground testing of nuclear weapons became USA policy, and took on the challenging task of modeling and simulating the multi-physics behavior of such weapons.
What high performance computing capabilities has Significant advances in computational performance have occurred over the past two decades, achieved not only by the introduction of more powerful processors but the incorporation of parallelism in computer hardware at all levels. Simultaneous with these hardware and associated system software advances have been advances in modeling physical phenomena and the numerical algorithms to allow their usage in simulation. This paper presents a review of the advances in computer performance, discusses the modeling and simulation capabilities required to address the multi-physics and multi-scale phenomena applicable to a nuclear reactor core simulator, and present examples of relevant physics simulation codes' performances on high performance computers.
KEYWORDS : High Performance Computing, Simulation, Modeling, Multi-physics, Multi-scale enabled is the development of science-based, predictive capability. That is by the utilization of more science-based modeling, one expects to be able to apply predictive capability with a higher degree of confidence over a wider range of conditions. High performance computing along with advances in applied mathematics has also enabled the assembly into an integrated package a large collection of different physics modeling capabilities with tight coupling allowing the simulation of complex system phenomena involving multi-physics behaviors.
In this article, Section 2 discusses the multi-physics and multi-scale that are encountered in one aspect of nuclear power plant simulation and modeling, that being the modeling of the nuclear core. Section 3 summarizes the advances that have been made in high performance computing and the generic software that has been developed that exploits the capabilities of these computers. Section 4 presents examples of physics modeling and simulation performance on high end computers. In Section 5 conclusions are presented and some insights into the path forward are presented.
MULTI-PHYSICS AND MULTI-SCALE
A nuclear power station is composed of a collection of interacting systems. Many of these systems are complex and involve a range of physical phenomena. One of the more complex systems is the reactor core, where now radiation transport plays a important role. Fig. 1 .a illustrates how most often today a reactor core simulation tool is constructed. The arrows displayed in Fig. 1 indicate the flow of information, so an arrow with only a one arrow tip indicates a one-way flow of information whereas an arrow with two arrow tips indicates two-way flow of information, i.e. feedback. What is striking in Fig. 1 .a is the dominant one-way flow of information for the fuel performance simulator. This implies attributes such as thermal conductivity, gap closure, and fission product gas release are generally determined assuming some prescribed normal plant operating conditions, e.g. power history, with the resulting fuel properties communicated to other simulator components requiring them. By contrast, Fig. 1 .b indicates a tighter integration with regard to coupling of many physics components. This can be done using Matrix Free Newton-Krylov (JFNK) (see [2] review article) or some alternative (see [3] for some alternatives for time-dependent problems), minimizing the need to employ operator splitting type mathematical coupling to achieve two-way coupling. When there truly is feedback involved between two or more physics simulators, the usage of one-way coupling will generally necessitate the introduction of conservatism, implying the need for design and safety margins greater than actually required leading to increased energy cost. With the usage of tighter twoway coupling, issues such as mathematical convergence of the simulation and introduction or removal of simulation predicted physical behaviors that are not real can be minimized.
How a multi-physics simulation capability should be built can vary. One approach would be to incorporate all the physics within a single code where programming calls to procedures are employed. That is how many core simulators, which contain both radiation transport and thermal-hydraulics simulation capabilities, and fuel performance simulators, which contain a host of physics models, are commonly constructed. A very different approach would be to develop the individual physics simulation capabilities and common support services separately, and then provide a software tool capable of integrating the separate pieces. Fig. 2 pictorially presents by example such an approach, the example being the Virtual Environment for Reactor Applications (VERA) simulator being developed by the Consortium for Advanced Simulation of Light Water Reactors (CASL). Similar activities are underway elsewhere, such as the NURESIM and follow up projects. Example of software integrators include LIME [4] used for VERA and SALOME [5] used by the NUclear REactors SIMulation (NURESIM) Integrated Project. In the center of Fig. 2 reside mathematical solvers and non-intrusive type sensitivity analysis/uncertainty quantification capabilities. By separating solvers, such as PETSc [6] and TRULENOS [7] , from the physics routines, advantage can be taken of current and future generic advances made by others. The downside is that limitations can be introduced in taking full advantage of some special attribute of the equations being solved. In the center of Fig. 2 is where non-intrusive sensitivity analysis/uncertainty quantification capabilities based upon statistical sampling [8] reside. By non-intrusive is implied the capability to complete sensitivity analysis/uncertainty quantification, with reference to input parameters, by only modifying the physics simulator's input and processing its output. Having such capabilities is becoming necessary when completing nuclear power plant simulations in order to make informed decisions, such as in accident analysis when utilizing the Best Estimate plus Uncertainty approach. However, non-intrusive approaches via statistical sampling, though straight forward to implement, may carry a heavy computational load burden. This computation burden can be reduced by employment of surrogate models, an example of which for uncertainty quantification and data assimilation can be found in treating nuclear data uncertainties in Ref [9] . By contrast intrusive approaches, such as the Adjoint Sensitivity Analysis Procedure (ASAP) [10, 11] , when applicable, can be computationally efficient but can take considerable effort to implement in existing simulation capability.
Mesh support services depicted in Fig. 2 indicate all the different sort of meshing capabilities that are required. Mesh generation for areas of physics such as fluids and structural mechanics, can require a considerable computational load, complicated when utilizing Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) [12] . Since each physics simulation has a preferred meshing, mesh support services must provide the capability of mapping results from one physics simulation to another physics simulation that requires those results. One certainly would not want to utilize the same mesh for radiation transport as for CFD. Further, for uncertainty quantification, we now need to not only know the numerical method introduced error uncertainty but also the additional error uncertainty that may be introduced by any mesh mapping operation. This is one example of multi-physics integration involving issues beyond the mathematical approach to integration.
Another area where the integration of simulation capabilities arises is in integrating the same physics but assessed at different scales. In developing science based, predictive capability, multi-scale simulation capabilities are necessary since computational power does not currently support simulations over the spatial and/or time domains of interest at the finest scales where the physics can be modeled in a more fundamental fashion. The motivations for developing multi-scale modeling and simulation capability are to have a deeper understanding of the mechanisms driving behavior at the engineering scale, and to have higher confidence in predictions at the engineering scale when outside the range of validation data. Examples of multi-scale applications can be found in fluids, where upscaling through the sequence of resolutions, e.g. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), Large Eddy Simulation (LES), Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and subchannel, can be exploited, as depicted in Fig. 3 . Likewise, upscaling is now more common in materials simulations again involving a sequence of resolutions, e.g. Density Functional Theory (DFT), Molecular Dynamics (MD), Phase Field, and engineering continuum scale, as depicted in Fig. 4 . In contrast to multi-physics coupling which has a unified mathematical basis for accomplishing, multi-scale coupling today remains very domain physics dependent. Differences also exist whether finer scales are employed to obtain closure relationships that are precalculated or the interactions between scales is dynamic. Fig. 5 shows an example [13] of the success in fluids of upscaling DNS to RANS with regard to matching mean velocity, turbulent kinetic energy, and turbulent dissipation. Clearly the implementation of multi-physics and multiscale simulation capabilities to enable science-based, predictive capability will require considerable computational power. Also requiring enhanced computational power are sensitivity analysis, uncertainty quantification, and data assimilation. As noted earlier, licensing authorities have now accepted Best Estimate + Uncertainty as an acceptable basis for making licensing decisions. These decisions in most cases are still based upon limits on a collection of single attributes, such as pressure, temperature, stress, and reaction limits, serving as surrogates for failure of a structure, system or component (SSC). Given advances in modeling and simulation, removing the surrogate and actually predicting the failure of an SSC is now becoming possible. So what one would desire is a prediction of the probability of an SSC failing, which would further increase the computational power required. Sensitivity analysis and uncertainty quantification also are most useful in deciding on where future R&D efforts should be focused. It is not beneficial to reduce the uncertainty contribution from a specific physics model if the system's attribute of interest uncertainty is dominated by uncertainties in other physics models. Likewise, unwise utilization of resources would result if the major contributor to the uncertainties of interest for a specific physics simulation originates overwhelmingly due to parameters, i.e. code input and closure relationships, but the effort is being expended on improved modeling. Another example where significant computational power is required is executing simulations that integrate PRA with system simulations, enabling a broader assessment of possible accident sequences. The Risk-Informed Safety Margin Characterization (RISMC) work being done at Idaho National Laboratory [14] is an example of an effort to develop such a capability.
What is clear from the above is that computational power at the leading edge will be required to develop and utilize advances in modeling and simulation for nuclear power stations. If successful, this will enable a deeper understanding of the phenomena involved and associated uncertainties of complex engineering systems, which in turn will produce the following benefits:
superior product designs, reduced product development cycle time, reduced product development cost due to time and experimental cost savings, enlarged operating space, e.g. power uprates, and more robust safety analysis supporting the licensing case.
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING
High performance computation power continues to increase at a rapid rate. As measured by performance on some benchmark problems, the mean lifetime of holding the position as the fastest computer in the world is more appropriately measured in months versus years. Architectures of the machines have evolved with time, both with regard to CPU and memory organization, impacting interconnection architecture. Within recent times three hardware features have most significantly contributed to increasing the performance on scientific problems, those being massive parallelization of processor nodes, increasing number of cores per node, and most recently utilization of accelerators, e.g. GPUs [15] . Over the last decade the performance increase achieved by parallelization versus processor speed as measured by FLOPS has been approximately 25 times greater. Supporting this increase in computational power are enhanced internal networks, memories, and I/O devices. Fig. 6 presents the performance of the leading computers of the time versus year [16] .
For the current trend in rate of performance increase to continue, some fundamental issues will need to be addressed. High on the list is the development of higher performing processor nodes but with reduced energy consumption required. Processor nodes will need to have many more threads, and each thread will need to support many more vectors, providing a hierarchy approach to achieve massive parallelization. In addition, enlarged hierarchal memories and better interconnections will be needed to support the massive parallelism. If predictions are correct, performance over this decade will increase from a few petaflops to exaflops, allowing problems that now take 24 hours to execute to be completed in about 1.5 minute provided the computational power can be exploited in application software. To achieve this performance, programming models will need to change to take advantage of the massive hierarchal architecture. Indeed it may prove more computationally desirable to utilize a particle based model versus a partial differential equation based model to represent some physics.
For the nuclear power industry to supplement desktop computers with higher performance machines, the cost must be justified by the economic benefits to be derived. Expected benefits were listed at the conclusion of Section 2. Regarding computational cost, machines will be realizable in the not too distant future at a modest price. Indeed that is the reason why advances in modeling and simulation over the last two decades have been possible employing ever more powerful desktop computers. However, as noted above, parallelization has increased computational power 25 times more than processor speed, implying that to support the advances in modeling and simulation noted in Section 2, the usage of machines with more parallel architectures at all levels will be the quickest path to obtaining the capabilities required. This in turn will require different programming models to properly exploit the parallelism of the hardware.
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING APPLICATIONS
Focusing on the core simulator as depicted in Fig. 2 , it is of interest to review the modeling and simulation capabilities of physics problems that can be addressed currently, and the computational time to solve these problems as a function of degree of parallelization. Radiation transport simulation is a key component of a core simulator, since in addition to predicted quantities directly interpreted, e.g. power peaking factor, it provides information utilized by the thermal-hydraulic and fuel performance simulators. For the thermal-hydraulic simulator, the power density throughout the core is obtained from the radiation transport simulator; whereas, for the fuel performance simulator, the elemental concentrations and interaction rates are obtained from the radiation transport simulator. Today radiation transport simulations are completed by the nuclear industry utilizing lattice physics codes to calculate using transport theory the few-group, homogenized cross-sections, discontinuity factors, and form factors needed for pinpower reconstruction. This is followed by nodal based solution of the few-group, neutron diffusion theory equations over the entire core. This approach is based upon a sequence involving energy group collapsing and spatial homogenization, proven very successful for current LWRs with LEU cores for the intended utilization of the core responses predicted. Various approximations are utilized to decouple the transport theory based, lattice physics calculations from the diffusion theory based, core-wide calculation, most notable the assumption of reflective boundary conditions for the lattice geometry. Collapsing to few-groups, spatial homogenization, and making the diffusion theory approximation renders it not possible to correct this boundary condition assumption in a mathematically rigorous fashion. Also, to complete higher fidelity thermal-hydraulic and fuel performance simulations, pin-resolved detail including power density and isotopic interactions are required, which is not available from current pin reconstruction algorithms. Hence if either higher fidelity over the prevalent current methods or pin resolved detail is required, one needs to consider on a whole core basis the utilization of many-group, spatially resolved deterministic transport or stochastic Monte Carlo calculations. The degrees of freedom will be very large for such calculations. Fig. 7 presents results from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory developed DENOVO code [18] , an SN transport code, using cell-homogenized cross sections with stepcharacteristics, linear-discontinuous finite elements and trilinear-discontinuous finite element spatial methods. The figure shows weak scaling results for a PWR core using 44 energy groups, and a range of number of spatial nodes and angular discretizations, producing up to 1.7 trillion degrees of freedom. This code was executed on the ORNL Jaguar XT5 computer, which is rated at about 2 petaflops, utilizing up to 160,000 cores. Excellent parallel scaling is noted in Fig. 7 . The non-smoothness of results originates due to non-proportional increases in the number of spatial and angular degrees of freedom used in the weak scaling study, since parallel performance is different for the spatial and angular domains. Note that even with the computational power of Jaguar, to reduce the execution time to what a core designer experiences today running a nodal diffusion code on a desktop computer would imply the need to employ an exascale rated computer. Calculations as reported here will in the near term be restricted to applications such as establishing computational benchmarks, completing generic design and safety analysis studies, and addressing unique plant specific problems. An open question does exist regarding what level of accuracy is needed of the radiation transport simulator given the uncertainties in the thermal-hydraulic and material simulators that will utilize the former simulator's predictions, and for the radiation transport simulator what contribution does modeling error uncertainties contribute to the overall simulator's uncertainties. For thermal-hydraulic modeling and simulation, the trend has been to attempt to complete detailed core simulations utilizing CFD, particularly for single-phase flow conditions where modeling capabilities are more mature versus for two-phase flow conditions. CFD provides the potential to predict more accurately fluid flow rates, pressures and temperature, and with cognizant heat transfer fuel and cladding temperatures, on a fine spatial scale. It also provides the time dependent pressure field due to turbulence acting on the fuel cladding required by structural mechanics models to predict fuel rod vibration and hence grid-to-rod-fretting (GTRF). Several commercial CFD codes have been utilized for nuclear power applications. Coupling of CFD using RANS and radiation transport simulators via operator splitting has already been demonstrated [19] for core-wide LWR calculations, based upon what would be considered a coarse CFD grid. Fig. 8 presents performance results for the Charon code [20] developed at Sandia National Laboratory being applied to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes fluid equations. The specific application being analyzed is a Kelvin-Helmholtz shear layer. Briefly, as being used here, Charon provides a second-order accurate solution in space employing unstructured stabilized finite element method and 1 st to 5 th order fully-implicit time treatment. Using a Newton-Krylov method, Fig. 8 shows for various Krylov preconditioners (see Ref. [20] ) performance as measured regarding the number of Krylov iterations and Wall Clock Time per Newton step, with computational results for weak scaling on the Sandia Red Sky computer. A derivative of Charon, Drekar, has been used to obtain the turbulent pressure forces used in GTRF analysis.
Other aspects of completing a GTRF analysis include structural mechanics and fuel performance. In Fig. 9 is a depiction of the meshing that was used to complete the structural analysis, with verification of this grid remaining to be completed to assure adequate fidelity. Fig.10 presents for a three grid span the forces acting on the fuel rod due to vibrational contact with the spacer grid, assuming for the top and bottom grids firm contact and for the middle grid an initial gap between the fuel rod and spacer grid caused by spacer grid growth and initial fuel rod radial growth following by shrinkage [21] . Earlier times are used to establish the top and bottom grids contact forces. Drekar using LES was employed to determine the turbulent forces and Adagio, a quasi-static structural mechanics module which is part of the Sandia National Laboratory Sierra [22] computational framework, was employed to determine the fuel rod vibration. The Adagio code module employs a Lagrangian, three-dimensional, implicit method for the analysis of solids and structures. Fig. 11 shows weak scaling results for Adagio, which indicates the challenge of achieving high parallel efficiencies for structural analysis codes. For ideal weak scaling, clock time should not increase as the number of processors is increased. However, factors such as non-parallizable (serial) fraction of code, communications overhead, and total floating point operations (FLOP) increase as number of processors increase due to introducing a parallizable solution algorithm, e.g. domain decomposition, can lead to less than ideal weak scaling. The final example comes from a fuel performance simulation. In contrast to the other predominantly single or few physics simulators discussed, fuel performance simulators on their own are multi-physics simulators, containing heat transfer, fluid, structural mechanics, chemistry, and materials physics models. These models can range from closure relationships, e.g. thermal conductivity as a function of material temperature and fluence, to engineering scale mathematical models, e.g. partial differential equation for heat transfer. Fig. 12 presents weak and strong scaling results for the BISON fuel performance model developed by Idaho National Laboratory, one of the models developed under the MOOSE computational framework [23] . A fully implicit time integration and fully-coupled multi-physics framework is employed. The problem being analyzed consists of 320 pellets with 234 million degrees of freedom, and represents heat transfer and structural mechanics in three dimensions. The figure shows good scaling on a high performance computing platforms using 11,820 processor cores on INL's Fission high performance computer.
SUMMARY
What has been presented is a brief introduction to the opportunities and challenges of an increased utilization of high performance computing for nuclear power plant applications. Considerable resources and time will be required to take full advantage of the computational power offered by high performance computing. Moving towards science based, predictive capability for a single area of physics is challenging due to multi-scale phenomena; however, the development of predictive nuclear power plant simulations is a much greater challenge due to the need to also accurately represent multi-physics. Significant progress is beginning to be made, with modeling and simulation capabilities developed being applied to better understand the behavior of nuclear power plants, which in time will lead to improved designs and a heightened assurance of nuclear safety. Given the significant efforts in validation and regulatory licensing of existing simulation capabilities, one can expect a slow transition to utilizing science based, predictive simulation capabilities made possible utilizing high performance computers even if the economic case for doing so is strong.
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